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ABSTRACT Non-coherent transmission from multiple transmission-reception-points (TRPs), i.e., base
stations, or base station panels to a user equipment (UE) is exploited in 5GNewRadio (NR) to improve down-
link reliability and cell-edge throughput. Ultra reliable low-latency communications (URLLC) and enhanced
Mobile BroadBand (eMBB) are prominent target use-cases for multi-TRP or multi-panel transmissions.
In Third-Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Release 17 specifications, multi-TRP-based transmissions
were specified for the physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) specifically to enhance its reliability and
robustness. In this work, a comprehensive account of various multi-TRP reliability enhancement schemes
applicable for the 5G NR PDCCH, including the ones supported by the 3GPP Release 17 specifications,
is provided. The impact of the specifications for each scheme, UE and network complexity and their
utility in various use-cases is studied. Their error performances are evaluated via link-level simulations
using the evaluation criteria agreed in the 3GPP proceedings. The 3GPP-supported multi-TRP PDCCH
repetition schemes, and the additionally proposed PDCCH repetition and diversity schemes are shown to
be effective in improving 5G NR PDCCH reliability and combating link blockage in mmWave scenarios.
The link-level simulations also provide insights for the implementation of the decoding schemes for the
PDCCH enhancements under different channel conditions. Analysis of the performance, complexity and
implementation constraints of the proposed PDCCH transmission schemes indicate their suitability to UEs
with reduced-capability or stricter memory constraints and flexible network scheduling.
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INDEX TERMS 5G, new radio (NR), multi-transmission-reception-point (multi-TRP), physical downlink
control channel (PDCCH), single frequency network (SFN), log-likelihood ratio (LLR), soft-combining,
selection decoding.

I. INTRODUCTION21

The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Radio22

Access Network (RAN) working group (WG) 1 specified23

the physical layer methods to support non-coherent joint24

transmissions (NCJT) from multiple TRPs, i.e., base sta-25

tions, or base station panels in Fifth Generation (5G) New26

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Bilal Khawaja .

Radio (NR) standards starting from 3GPP Release (Rel.) 27

16. A user equipment (UE) may receive physical downlink 28

shared channel (PDSCH) transmission(s) that aremultiplexed 29

in space, time or frequency using two different reception 30

settings [1], wherein each reception setting may correspond 31

to a different TRP or base station panel. Independent schedul- 32

ing of simultaneous PDSCH receptions from different TRPs 33

within a cell, repetition of a PDSCH transmission from 34

different TRPs and PDSCH diversity - a single PDSCH 35
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transmission is received in parts from multiple TRPs - are36

supported in 3GPP Rel. 16. With enhancements targeting37

both cell-edge throughput and reliability, multi-TRP opera-38

tion was exploited only for the PDSCH in Rel. 16. The 3GPP39

MIMO work item for Rel. 17 [2] agreed to extend multi-40

TRP-based reliability and robustness enhancements to the41

physical downlink control channel (PDCCH), the physical42

uplink shared channel (PUSCH) and the physial uplink con-43

trol channel (PUCCH). The focus of this paper is on themulti-44

TRP enhancements for the PDCCH in Rel. 17.45

The PDCCH carries the downlink control information46

(DCI) that is used to schedule the PDSCH, the PUSCH47

and the New radio (NR) or Long Term Evolution (LTE)48

sidelink channel. Additionally, it is also used to indicate49

slot formats, power control commands, cancellation of UL50

transmissions and power saving information [3]. Consider-51

able work has been published on the analysis of the design52

principles, performance and enhancements of the PDCCH53

for 5G NR systems. In [4], an overview of the PDCCH54

design in 3GPP Rel. 15 is provided along with the rationales55

involved in the standardization process. The work in [5]56

proposes a novel mapping of the PDCCH to time-frequency57

resources, overbooking and precoder cycling for PDCCH58

transmit diversity in the 5G NR context. An evaluation59

of the PDCCH performance due to physical layer changes60

from LTE to 5G NR and insights regarding PDCCH multi-61

cast or broadcast are provided in [6]. An in-depth summary62

of the 5G NR PDCCH configuration, precoding methods,63

channel estimation and the associated simulation results are64

provided in [7].65

The PDCCH enhancements specified via the MIMO work66

item in 3GPP Rel. 17 targeted multi-TRP-based ultra-reliable67

deployments, high-speed trains that use single-frequency net-68

works and millimeter wave (mmWave) scenarios. This paper69

elaborates and provides insights on the multi-TRP-based70

enhancements for the 5G NR PDCCH. The contributions of71

the paper are as follows:72

• PDCCH enhancements are considered for two cate-73

gories of multi-TRP deployments: single-frequency net-74

work (SFN) and non-SFN. The PDCCH enhancement75

schemes supported in 3GPP Rel. 17 and the addi-76

tional schemes proposed in this work for PDCCH rep-77

etition and diversity for these deployment categories78

are described along with their impacts on the 3GPP79

specifications.80

• The applicability of the enhancement schemes to various81

use-cases, the associated receiver processing and imple-82

mentation aspects are studied in detail. The procedures83

employed in the 3GPP specifications to enable backward84

compatibility with previous releases are described to85

offer further insights into the standardization rationales86

for the PDCCH design.87

• Link-level simulation results are presented for the88

PDCCH transmission schemes along with the applicable89

decoding schemes in Frequency Range 1 (FR1) and90

Frequency Range 2 (FR2) (the frequency ranges are91

specified by 3GPP in [8]) according to the evaluation 92

methodology agreed by 3GPP RAN WG1 in [9]. 93

• An analysis on the trade-offs involved in each scheme 94

with respect to error performance, network complexity, 95

UE complexity and PDCCH overhead provides insights 96

regarding target use-cases and supported UE/network- 97

types, which are elaborated towards the end of the paper. 98

The paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief 99

introduction to the 5G NR PDCCH. Section III provides 100

a detailed account of various PDCCH reliability enhance- 101

ments formulti-TRP scenarios including the 3GPP-supported 102

transmission schemes. Section IV describes the associated 103

receiver processing. The impacts on the 5GNR specifications 104

and various implementation issues concerning the receiver 105

processing methods are provided in Section V. Section VI 106

presents numerical results on the performance of the PDCCH 107

enhancements and decoding complexity. Section VII con- 108

cludes the paper by summarizing the key aspects regarding 109

each multi-TRP-based PDCCH enhancement. 110

II. 5G NEW RADIO PHYSICAL DOWNLINK 111

CONTROL CHANNEL 112

The hierarchy of components that constitute the physical 113

downlink control channel configuration are as follows: the 114

control resource set (CORESET), the search space set and 115

the PDCCH candidate. PDCCH transmissions are performed 116

on predefined spaces in time and frequency in the NR radio 117

frame called the Control Resource Set (CORESET) [10]. 118

A carrier component or cell that the UE is configured with 119

may comprise multiple bandwidth parts (BWP). Each BWP 120

in a cell can be configured with one or more CORESETs. 121

Each CORESET is associated with one or more search space 122

sets. A search space set is associated with a CORESET and 123

comprises one or more PDCCH candidates. An individual 124

PDCCH transmission is performed in a PDCCH candidate 125

of a search space set [11], [12]. These components of the 126

PDCCH are explained in detail in this section. 127

A. CONTROL RESOURCE SETS 128

A CORESET comprises NCORESET
RB resource blocks and 129

NCORESET
symb ∈ {1, 2, 3} symbols. A resource block is an 130

orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) symbol 131

comprising 12 subcarriers or resource elements (REs) [10]. 132

The frequency domain allocation can be contiguous or non- 133

contiguous and the value of NCORESET
RB is a multiple of six. 134

The downlink BWP is divided into parts of six resource 135

blocks and one or more parts are allocated for a CORESET. 136

Each CORESET comprises one or more control channel 137

elements (CCEs) and each CCE comprises six resource ele- 138

ment groups (REGs), where each REG equals one resource 139

block in an OFDM symbol. Resource-element groups within 140

a CORESET are numbered in increasing order in a time-first 141

manner, starting with zero for the first OFDM symbol and 142

the lowest-numbered resource block in the control resource 143

set. A CORESET is also associated with a CCE-to-REG 144

mapping which is described using REG bundles. A REG 145
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bundle comprises 2, 3 or 6 REGs. In a non-interleaved CCE-146

to-REGmapping, the CCEs aremapped in increasing order of147

indices to groups of six REGswhich is also ordered. In case of148

interleaved CCE-to-REG mapping, an interleaving function149

is used to map the REG bundles of a CCE [10]. The type150

of CCE-to-REG mapping used in a CORESET – interleaved151

or non-interleaved – and details regarding the mapping are152

provided in the corresponding CORESET configuration to153

the UE [11]. The number of CCEs that constitute a PDCCH is154

indicated by an ‘aggregation level’ (AL). The possible values155

for AL are 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16. A PDCCH of AL L comprises L156

continuously numbered CCEs.157

B. SEARCH SPACE SETS158

Each search space set is associated with a CORESET and159

comprises one or more PDCCH candidates, each configured160

with a certain AL [11], [12]. The number of PDCCH candi-161

dates of a specific AL L present in the search space set are162

provided to the UE in the search space set configuration. The163

indexes of the CCEs in the CORESET corresponding to a164

PDCCH candidate in a given search space set is provided via165

the hash function described in [12] and [4]. A DCI payload166

is attached with cyclic redundancy check (CRC), encoded,167

rate-matched and modulated to generate the PDCCH that is168

mapped to a PDCCH candidate at the transmitter as shown in169

Fig. 1. Interleaving and scrambling are performed at various170

steps of the encoding process which is omitted from the figure171

for brevity. Along with the PDCCH payload, the demodula-172

tion reference signals (DMRS) required for coherent demod-173

ulation of the PDCCH are also embedded either throughout174

the CORESET or the REGs corresponding to the search space175

set(s) in a CORESET. An illustration of a CORESET and its176

components are provided in Fig. 2 [7].177

The configuration of a search space set is provided with178

monitoring slot periodicity, offset and monitored symbols179

within a slot. These parameters determine the slots or a span180

of symbols in which the UE has to monitor or search the181

PDCCH candidates in the search space set for valid DCIs.182

A group of symbols in which a UE monitors a search space183

set for PDCCHs is called a monitoring occasion. The search184

space set configuration also comprises the DCI formats185

that the UE needs to search or monitor while decoding the186

PDCCH candidates. A DCI format is used in determining the187

purpose of the DCI and the size of the DCI payload.188

The search for a PDCCH (i.e., a valid DCI) in a PDCCH189

candidate involves ‘blind decoding’ of the PDCCH candi-190

date as every PDCCH candidate does not need to contain191

a PDCCH and there is no prior knowledge of the PDCCH192

candidates that comprise valid DCIs at the UE. The exact193

Radio Network Temporary Identifier (RNTI) value which is194

used in scrambling the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) bits195

of the PDCCH is also not known apriori at the UE for a given196

PDCCH. Therefore, the blind decoding process, in addition197

to error correction decoding, involves the unscrambling of the198

CRC bits of a PDCCH candidate with various RNTI values199

that its CRC can be possibly scrambled with and a CRC check200

to verify if the CCEs corresponding to the PDCCH candidate 201

comprise a valid DCI according to the DCI formats to be 202

monitored for the given search space set. 203

C. PDCCH TRANSMISSION IN 5G NR 204

A DCI comprising a payload of K bits is attached with a 205

CRC of C = 24 bits scrambled with the applicable RNTI, 206

as mentioned above. The K + C message bits are polar- 207

encoded and rate-matched to E bits that are thenmodulated to 208

the resource elements corresponding to the DCI [3]. The first 209

step in the encoding involves inserting theK+C message bits 210

in a N = 2n-bit sequence (row vector) x with N ≥ K + C . 211

The value of n is determined based on the DCI payload size 212

K and the number of rate-matched bits E as described in [3]. 213

The positions of the K + C message bits in the N -length 214

sequence and the restN−(K+C) ‘frozen’ bits are determined 215

from the universal reliability sequence provided in 3GPP 216

Technical Specification 38.212 [3]. The sequence x is then 217

applied with the polar code generator Gn , FnBN , where 218

Fn =
[
1 0
1 1

]⊗n and BN is a bit-reversal permutation matrix, 219

to obtain xp = xGn. This N -bit sequence xp is then rate- 220

matched to E bits andmodulated with Quadrature Phase Shift 221

Keying (QPSK). The number of rate-matched bits,E , mapped 222

to the CCE(s) of a PDCCH candidate with AL L is equal to 223

E = 2·NPDCCH
RE , whereNPDCCH

RE = (L ·6·12−NDMRS
RE ), is the 224

net number of resource elements for the PDCCH and NDMRS
RE 225

is the number of resource elements in the CCEs associated 226

with the PDCCH that are used for DMRS. Depending on 227

the values of N and E , the rate-matching may be performed 228

using repetition, puncturing or shortening [3]. Interleaving 229

is performed before polar-coding and before rate-matching, 230

but they are left out of Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 for compactness of 231

illustration. 232

D. PDCCH RECEPTION AT THE UE 233

The receive-processing for a PDCCH after the collection of 234

the associated CCEs and equalization is shown in Fig. 3. The 235

LLRs of the E transmitted bits obtained from the E/2 equal- 236

ized symbols after soft demodulation is fed to the polar 237

decoder after rate dematching. The CRC polynomial is pro- 238

vided to the decoder in Fig. 3 considering list-based polar 239

decoding [13]. 240

The UE has limited capability for the number of PDCCHs 241

it can decode in a given slot or in a span of symbols which is 242

reported to the network [4], [12]. The network may schedule 243

PDCCH candidates more than the UE’s capability to decode, 244

which is called PDCCH overbooking [4]. The 3GPP spec- 245

ification instructs the UE to decode the scheduled PDCCH 246

candidates in a slot or span of symbols via an assignment 247

of priority to them. The PDCCH candidates lower in priority 248

and ultimately outside the UE’s blind decoding capability are 249

dropped. This understanding is shared by the network due 250

to the UE’s reporting of its blind decoding capability. The 251

reported value may depend on the memory available at the 252

UE and waveform numerology, among other parameters. 253
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FIGURE 1. Transmit-processing for a PDCCH (interleaving and scrambling steps omitted).

FIGURE 2. Composition of an example CORESET configured for one
symbol and 6 resource blocks with non-contiguous frequency domain
allocation.

III. MULTI-TRP PDCCH RELIABILITY ENHANCEMENTS254

The multi-TRP reliability enhancement schemes for 5G NR255

PDCCH can be categorized according to the two possible256

deployment types: single-frequency network (SFN) and non-257

SFN. The non-SFN-based schemes can be further classified258

into PDCCH repetition and split-PDCCH transmission. The259

categorization of the transmission schemes is illustrated in260

Fig. 4. The transmission schemes are discussed below in261

detail.262

A. SFN-BASED PDCCH ENHANCEMENT263

PDCCH enhancement in SFN deployments entails the trans-264

mission of the same PDCCH from different TRPs or panels on265

identical time and frequency resources. In the 5GNR context,266

this implies the transmission of a PDCCH on a given PDCCH267

candidate in a search space set from multiple TRPs or panels268

as shown in Fig. 5a with identical PDCCH DMRS config-269

uration, positions and sequences used by all the TRPs or270

panels. The UE is provided with multiple reception settings,271

i.e., Transmission Configuration Indication (TCI) States, for272

the reception of the PDCCH candidate simultaneously from273

multiple TRPs. A TCI-state indicates the reception settings 274

such as delay spread, Doppler shift/spread and Rx-beam that 275

are to be used for a DL channel or reference signal (RS) 276

with reference to another reference signal such as a Synchro- 277

nization Signal Block (SSB) or a Channel State Information 278

Reference Signal (CSI-RS) [1]. The reference RS in each 279

TCI-statemay be associatedwith a different TRP to implicitly 280

configure multi-TRP reception at the UE. No explicit spec- 281

ification of configurations or parameters are thus required 282

to identify the TRPs transmitting to the UE. This transmis- 283

sion scheme is supported in 3GPP Rel. 17 by enabling the 284

assignment of a CORESET with multiple TCI-states [14]. 285

The reception settings corresponding to all the indicated TCI- 286

states are applied by the UE for the demodulation and decod- 287

ing of the PDCCHs transmitted on the PDCCH candidates 288

on the CORESET. The PDCCH overhead for SFN-based 289

repetition is identical to the single-TRP transmission as the 290

PDCCH is repeated on the same PDCCH candidate by all the 291

TRPs. However, this scheme poses stringent synchronization 292

requirements among the TRPs as the repetitions should be 293

received on the same resources in time and frequency at 294

the UE. This may be realized only with ideal or near-ideal 295

backhaul across the TRPs. 296

B. NON-SFN-BASED PDCCH ENHANCEMENTS 297

In the case of non-SFN deployments, two different methods 298

of multi-TRP PDCCH transmission are possible as follows. 299

1) MULTIPLEXING PDCCH REPETITIONS USING 300

MULTIPLE TRPs 301

The PDCCH repetitions are multiplexed in time and/or fre- 302

quency via multiple TRPs in this scheme. An example is 303

shown in Fig. 5b, where the PDCCHs generated from a 304

given DCI are repeated in full on each of the two different 305

PDCCH candidates Pi and Pj. By associating the PDCCH 306

candidates with different TCI-states, each corresponding to 307

a different TRP, multi-TRP transmission of the repetitions 308

is enabled. Assigning identical TCI-states to the repetitions 309

leads to single-TRP-based repetition. This scheme does not 310

require stringent time synchronization as in the case of SFN. 311

It can be implemented even with non-ideal backhaul across 312
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FIGURE 3. Receive-processing for a PDCCH (interleaving and scrambling steps omitted).

FIGURE 4. Categorization of 5G NR PDCCH reliability enhancement schemes in multi-TRP scenarios based on deployment types. The ones
marked in green are supported in 3GPP Rel. 17.

the co-operating TRPs by trading off latency and/or overhead313

for reliability.314

A version of this scheme is supported in 3GPP Rel. 17.315

A search space set can be linked with another search space316

set via a higher layer configuration, where both search space317

sets have an identical number of PDCCH candidates [12]. The318

linked search space sets also comprise an identical number of319

PDCCH candidates for a given AL. A PDCCH candidate of320

AL L with a given index in a first search space set is associ-321

atedwith a PDCCH candidate of identical AL and index in the322

linked second search space set for PDCCH repetition. A fur-323

ther restriction that the PDCCHs on any two linked PDCCH324

candidates are identical is also specified in 3GPP Rel. 17.325

The repetition is performed with an identical DCI payload326

(CRC-attached DCI that is encoded), polar encoding settings,327

interleaving and rate-matched bits. The 3GPP specifications328

allow the association of a CORESET with only one TCI-state329

for thismethod. If two linked search space sets are transmitted330

on different CORESETs, the PDCCH repetition is enabled331

from one or multiple TRPs/panels at the UE transparently by332

assigning the CORESETs to the same or different TCI-states,333

respectively. On the other hand, if the linked search space sets 334

are from a single CORESET, the TCI-state indicated for the 335

CORESET applies to both the linked search space sets, allow- 336

ing only for single-TRP/panel-based PDCCH repetition. 337

The network can be offered higher flexibility of scheduling 338

if PDCCH repetition on PDCCH candidates of different AL 339

values is enabled. This method, although not supported in 340

3GPP Rel. 17, provides varying degrees of reliability based 341

on the AL values chosen for the repetitions. It enables the net- 342

work to adapt to instantaneous channel conditions, PDCCH 343

overhead limitations, UE memory constraints and target use- 344

cases. With suitable specification changes for the dynamic 345

modification of the ALs used for PDCCH repetitions, swift 346

adaptation to the aforementioned conditions or use-cases can 347

be realized by the network. 348

2) SPLITTING A PDCCH TRANSMISSION ACROSS TRPs 349

The splitting of a PDCCH transmission across different 350

TRPs or ‘split-PDCCH’ scheme is proposed as an alter- 351

native with lower overhead and complexity compared to 352

PDCCH repetition. The split-PDCCH scheme incurs the 353
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FIGURE 5. Illustration of SFN-based and non-SFN-based multi-TRP PDCCH transmissions.

same overhead as single-TRP PDCCH transmission and the354

same decoding complexity. One method to realize a split-355

PDCCH scheme is to map a PDCCH of L CCEs to q > 1356

different PDCCH candidates that comprise the L CCEs in357

total, wherein each PDCCH candidate is assigned a unique358

TCI-state. This method is illustrated in Fig. 5c, where a359

PDCCH is mapped to two PDCCH candidates Pi and Pj360

whose combined aggregation level is equal to the aggregation361

level of the PDCCH. Configuring Pi and Pj on two different362

CORESETs (i.e., assigning different TCI-states to the two363

CORESETs) enables multi-TRP split-PDCCH transmission.364

Another method for splitting the PDCCH across different365

TRPs is to assign different parts of the associated PDCCH366

candidate with different TCI states.367

The multiplexing of the PDCCH repetitions or the splitting368

of the PDCCH discussed above is performed in time and/or369

frequency on a single transmission layer. Spatial multiplex-370

ing of PDCCH repetitions or splitting of a PDCCH with371

multiple spatial layers across TRPs is not possible in the372

current 5G NR standard. The PDCCH DMRS supports only373

one port, i.e., the PDCCH transmissions have only a single374

layer. Such spatial multiplexing can be supported only after375

enhancing the PDCCH DMRS, and is hence left out of this376

paper.377

IV. RECEIVER PROCESSING FOR PDCCH 378

REPETITION SCHEMES 379

The processing of a DCI at the UE is shown in Fig. 3 for 380

the case of decoding an individual PDCCH candidate. The 381

applicable receiver processing for both SFN- and non-SFN- 382

based PDCCH transmission schemes are provided in Table 1. 383

For the SFN-based repetition and the split-PDCCH transmis- 384

sion case, the channel estimation on the CCEs corresponding 385

to the PDCCH are performed according to the TCI-states 386

indicated for the CCEs followed by a single PDCCH blind 387

decoding. For non-SFN-based repetition, the combining of 388

the repetitions before blind decoding is an obvious method 389

to achieve SNR or coding gain. Performing multiple PDCCH 390

blind decoding attempts from two or more PDCCH candi- 391

dates that carry the same DCI content is another possibility 392

considered in 3GPP and in this work. The various possi- 393

ble receiver processing methods for non-SFN-based PDCCH 394

repetition are described in the following. 395

A. SOFT-COMBINING 396

Symbol-level and bit-level soft-combining (SC) are con- 397

sidered for PDCCH repetitions. Symbol-level combining 398

or maximum ratio combining (MRC) is performed on the 399

received symbols of the PDCCH repetition instances [15] 400
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TABLE 1. Multi-TRP transmission schemes for 5G NR PDCCH and applicable receiver processing. ‘Legacy decoding’ indicates the collection of CCEs
associated with the PDCCH followed by one PDCCH blind decoding.

and requires that the underlying transmitted symbols that401

are combined are identical, i.e., their DCI payloads, polar402

encoding and rate-matching settings are identical. Bit-level-403

combining involves combining of the soft-demodulated LLRs404

from the repetitions [15] and is feasible with fewer constraints405

among the combined PDCCHs than symbol-level combining.406

It suffices that the DCI payloads, the positions of frozen bits407

and the value of N of the polar encoder are identical. The408

polar decoder processes the LLRs of the combined symbols409

or the combined LLRs for blind decoding.410

TheALs used for a given PDCCH repetition determines the411

value of N chosen for the repetition [3]. Hence, even bit-level412

soft-combining may not be feasible in cases of repetitions413

with PDCCH candidates of different ALs. Here, different val-414

ues of N are used for the repetitions. In such cases, selection415

decoding, which is described in the following, may be the416

only decoding option.417

B. SELECTION DECODING418

For selection decoding (SD), each PDCCH repetition419

instance is blindly decoded individually until a valid DCI is420

detected. Since the repetitions are decoded individually, there421

is no requirement that the DCI payload, encoding or rate-422

matching parameters are identical across repetitions.423

It is noted that the term ‘identical DCI payload’ for424

PDCCH repetition means that each DCI that is processed to425

obtain the PDCCH on the linked PDCCH candidates has the426

same K information bits and C CRC bits fed to the polar427

encoder. Anymodifications of the field(s) in theDCI of one of428

the repetitions due to specification directives due to the timing429

or position of the corresponding PDCCH may not support430

soft-combining of the repetitions.431

C. HYBRID DECODING432

Hybrid decoding (HD) employs a combination of selection433

decoding and soft-combining. For a PDCCH repetition onM434

PDCCH candidates, selection decoding of m ≤ M individual435

PDCCH candidates is performed along with soft-combining436

of one or more subsets of the M repetitions with each subset437

comprising 2 ≤ r ≤ M PDCCH candidates. The decoding438

process is carried out until a valid DCI is detected.439

V. SPECIFICATION IMPACTS AND IMPLEMENTATION 440

CONSIDERATIONS IN RECEIVER PROCESSING 441

Receiver processing for SFN-based PDCCH repetition, other 442

than the channel estimation for the PDCCH, involves just one 443

PDCCH blind decoding similar to the legacy 5GNRPDCCH, 444

resulting in only minor changes of UE complexity, PDCCH 445

latency and specification impact. For the non-SFN-based 446

schemes, however, varying degrees of complexity, latency 447

and specification impacts are possible. An analysis of such 448

aspects along with their utility, performance and applicable 449

use-cases is crucial for their implementation. 450

In the case of non-SFN-based repetition, SD and HD pro- 451

vide error performances that are either worse or equal to that 452

of SC as combining with every additional repetition improves 453

the SNR or coding gain [16]. However, the advantages posed 454

by methods involving multiple decoding attempts such as SD 455

and HD are in terms of reducing PDCCH latency, PDCCH 456

scheduling flexibility, memory usage and supporting reduced 457

capability UEs. 458

SC and SD or HD require almost the same amount of 459

memory to store the PDCCH symbols or LLRs when all 460

the PDCCH candidates of a PDCCH repetition are obtained 461

during a single monitoring occasion of the search space 462

set or across few OFDM symbols. However, if two repe- 463

titions of the PDCCH are obtained on PDCCH candidates 464

whose monitoring occasions are well separated in time, i.e., 465

separated by multiple symbols within a slot or monitored 466

on different slots altogether, then the LLRs from the first 467

repetition have to be retained on memory until the second 468

repetition for soft-combining the LLRs. This memory cannot 469

be used for decoding of another PDCCH until the arrival 470

of the second linked PDCCH repetition. Since the number 471

of blind decoding attempts per slot or span of symbols is 472

limited, as described above, holding this memory for a given 473

duration implies the dropping of other PDCCHs due to mem- 474

ory shortage. SC thus requires higher memory when PDCCH 475

repetitions across monitoring occasions are well separated 476

in time. To increase the reliability of the PDCCH and/or to 477

accommodate UEs that do not have sufficient memory to 478

store the LLRs or symbols of each repetition before combin- 479

ing them, e.g., reduced-capability UEs, SD can be considered 480
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as an alternative. In addition, SD has the advantage of not481

waiting on the second PDCCH candidate, and therefore it is482

well suited to linked PDCCH transmissions across different483

monitoring occasions. Furthermore, for PDCCH repetitions484

employing different values of N , SD is the only applicable485

method as SC is not feasible. For these reasons, SD serves as486

a memory-efficient, lower-latency alternative to soft combin-487

ing, albeit with poorer error performance. HD matches the488

error performance of SC, but involves a higher number of489

blind decoding attempts. It offers a lower PDCCH decoding490

latency than SC, but incurs higher memory usage than SD.491

It suits UEs with higher capacity for blind decoding and492

PDCCH memory, and to URLLC use-cases.493

The Rel. 17 5G NR specification supports only inter-494

span repetition i.e., a repetition on two different monitoring495

occasions separated by one or more symbols within a slot.496

Inter-slot repetition is not supported.497

The split-PDCCH transmission scheme incurs the same498

amount of blind decoding attempts per PDCCH as the legacy499

5G NR PDCCH transmission. The receiver implementation500

only differs in terms of the collection of the CCEs or the501

application of the TCI-states to a PDCCH candidate. Since502

the PDCCHmay be split across PDCCH candidates and time-503

division-multiplexed across symbols, monitoring occasions504

or slots, memory and latency issues impact the split-PDCCH505

scheme similar to the non-SFN-based PDCCH repetitionwith506

soft-combining. For inter-span or inter-slot PDCCH split, the507

memory has to hold the first part of the PDCCH until the508

second part arrives which may block other PDCCHs from509

being decoded.510

With the pros and cons of each method with respect511

to memory storage, performance and complexity discussed512

above, the issues regarding PDCCH overbooking and the513

common understanding regarding the PDCCHs attempted for514

blind decoding at the UE need to be addressed. The next515

subsection discusses how these issues are handled in the516

3GPP specifications at least for the non-SFN-based repetition517

scheme.518

A. UE CAPABILITY REPORTING AND BACKWARD519

COMPATIBILITY IN 3GPP520

3GPP Rel. 17 specifies rules for PDCCH decoding priority521

and UE reporting mechanisms to handle memory occupancy522

issues in non-SFN-based repetition and to share a com-523

mon understanding between the UE and the network regard-524

ing the PDCCH candidates decoded in a given monitoring525

occasion.526

The UE reports the number of blind decoding attempts,527

which can be either 2 or 3 [17], to be counted for a pair of528

PDCCH candidates linked for repetition [17] along with the529

blind decoding capability reporting of Rel. 15/16 as described530

above. The decoding method that is implemented - SC, SD or531

HD - is not explicitly revealed to the network. It is noted that532

the value reported is the number of PDCCH blind decoding533

attempts to be counted by the network for a pair of linked534

PDCCHs which may not correspond to the exact number of535

blind decoding attempts performed by the UE. For example, 536

if a UE implements only SC to process a pair of linked 537

PDCCH candidates, it performs just one blind decoding 538

attempt after soft-combining the PDCCHs. But, it may report 539

a value of 2 or 3 depending on implementation factors such 540

as the memory buffer for LLR storage, number of PDCCH 541

blind decoding attempts withheld due to decoding a pair of 542

linked candidates, etc. With this additional reporting and a 543

renewed set of priority rules for decoding specified in Rel. 544

17 based on the search space set ID associated with the 545

linked PDCCH candidates, the UE and the network have a 546

common understanding of the PDCCH candidates attempted 547

for decoding in a slot or a span of symbols comprising both 548

legacy PDCCH candidates and linked PDCCH candidates 549

for repetition [12]. This enables backward compatibility with 550

legacy 5G NR PDCCH scheduling. 551

To address the memory usage across spans of symbols for 552

inter-span repetition, the UE is enabled to report the number 553

of PDCCH candidates that can be received in a span of 554

symbols, each of which has a linked PDCCH candidate that 555

is yet to be received (in a future slot or span of symbols). 556

This enables the network to gauge the buffer memory of 557

the UE that is blocked for linked PDCCH candidates spread 558

across different spans of symbols, and thereby limit the num- 559

ber of scheduled inter-span PDCCH repetitions to the UE’s 560

capability. 561

B. DECODING ORDER FOR SD AND HD 562

For both SD and HD, the decoding order of the PDCCH 563

candidates determines how soon a valid DCI is detected, i.e., 564

the number of blind decodes required until a valid DCI is 565

detected, thereby improving the PDCCH decoding latency. 566

Such an ordering makes sense for repetitions within a mon- 567

itoring occasion or across a series of a few symbols. When 568

the repetitions are within a PDCCH monitoring occasion, the 569

decoding may be performed in a determined order after the 570

reception of all the PDCCH repetitions using a metric related 571

to the PDCCH candidates used for the repetitions. Doing the 572

same for inter-slot or inter-span PDCCH repetition, however, 573

may result in significantly higher decoding latency. Two met- 574

rics that can be considered for the decoding criterion are as 575

follows: 576

• Received power on the PDCCH DMRS: The PDCCH 577

candidate with the higher received power on its DMRS 578

or on the DMRS in any part of the CORESET which is 579

received with the same TCI-state as the PDCCH candi- 580

date is decoded with higher priority to improve the prob- 581

ability of earlier decoding. The DMRS-RSRP (DMRS- 582

Reference Signal Received Power) may be computed 583

similar to the RSRP provided in Section 5.1.2 of [18], 584

but using the resource elements of the DMRS instead of 585

that of the CSI-RS. A previously measured RSRP in the 586

same CORESETs or any reference signals or channels 587

associated with the TCI-states of the PDCCH candidates 588

to be received may also be used for the selection of the 589

PDCCH candidate. This criterion is especially efficient 590
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when the pathloss differences among the repetitions are591

significant.592

• Aggregation level of the PDCCH candidate: If the linked593

PDCCH candidates have different AL values, the UE594

can prioritize the decoding of the candidate with higher595

AL as the DCI would be rate-matched with a lower596

code-rate in it. This may improve the chances of earlier597

decoding when the power differences among the linked598

PDCCH candidates are not significant.599

The pros and cons of choosing a given metric and the scenar-600

ios in which they are advantageous are discussed in the next601

section.602

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS603

The simulation parameters used for the numerical evaluations604

are based on the criteria agreed in 3GPP for the evaluation605

of multi-TRP PDCCH enhancements [9], and are summa-606

rized in Table 2. For FR1, an urban macro cell scenario is607

considered with a carrier frequency of 4 GHz. In the case608

of FR2, a mmWave indoor scenario with 30 GHz carrier609

frequency is considered. In addition, the effect of blockage610

or shadowing is included in FR2. A blockage probability611

of 0.1 is assumed with a 10 dB blockage power loss. This612

means the probability that the link between the TRP and613

UE suffers blockage is 0.1 with a 10 dB power drop in the614

received signal during a blockage event. The signal-to-noise615

ratio (SNR) definition used in the simulations is the ratio of616

the average signal constellation (QPSK for PDCCH) energy617

Es and the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) power618

N0 per resource element.619

A fully digital beamforming is considered for the FR1620

scenario with two antenna ports at the UE and TRP, i.e.,621

there are two antenna elements, and each antenna element622

has a corresponding RF chain. In the FR2 scenario, a hybrid623

antenna array structure is employed. The layer(s) of the624

data are mapped to the antenna ports via digital beamform-625

ing which are then mapped to the antenna elements using626

analog beamformers using the TXRU model 1 for planar627

arrays [19]. The RF chains are connected to the antenna array628

elements via a phased-array beamformer. The beamformer629

used for transmission or reception is typically determined630

after a beam search and association phase. To imitate a high-631

resolution beam search and association process, the elevation632

and azimuth angles corresponding to the dominant path of the633

channel are assumed to be the scan angles for the beamformer634

at the UE and the TRPs. Each TRP is configured with a dual-635

polarized 4 × 8 planar array and the UE with a 2 × 4 planar636

array, wherein all the elements corresponding to a polariza-637

tion are associated with a single RF chain via the phased-638

array beamformer. Therefore, each RF chain corresponds to a639

different antenna polarization with the beamformers aimed at640

the direction of the dominant path of the channel. For digital641

beamforming/precoding in both FR1 and FR2 that maps the642

PDCCH to the antenna ports, open-loop precoder cycling is643

performed. The precoder is applied per REG using the 5GNR644

DFT codebook [1].645

TABLE 2. Simulation parameters for BLER performance evaluation.

For the non-SFN-based PDCCH repetition scheme, the 646

DCI is transmitted from two different TRPs on two differ- 647

ent CORESETs. The CCE-to-REG mapping for both TRPs 648

is interleaved with the interleaving parameters shown in 649

Table 2. When the PDCCH repetitions are obtained on two 650

different PDCCH candidates of the same AL, the transmit- 651

processing parameters for the PDCCH repetitions are iden- 652

tical. For PDCCH repetitions with different ALs, the CRC- 653

attached DCI is rate-matched for a baseline PDCCH with 654

AL L and a PDCCH of AL 2L or L/2 for transmission 655

from a first TRP and second TRP, respectively. The param- 656

eters of the encoding and rate-matching schemes are deter- 657

mined as described in [3]. Note that in the case of PDCCH 658

repetitions with different ALs, for the DCI size chosen in 659

Table 2, the values of N determined according to the 5G 660

NR specifications [3] are 256, 512, 512 and 512 for ALs 661

of 2, 4, 8 and 16, respectively. Therefore, soft-combining 662

PDCCH repetitions with any combination of AL values 663

among 4, 8 and 16 are possible. If the repetition is per- 664

formed with a first PDCCH of AL 4, 8 or 16 and a second 665

PDCCH of AL 2, soft-combining of the two PDCCHs is not 666

possible. 667

In the case of single-TRP transmission, the PDCCH is 668

transmitted by a single TRP. For split-PDCCH transmission, 669

the first half of the PDCCH’s CCEs is transmitted on a first 670

PDCCH candidate from the first TRP and the remaining 671

CCEs on a second PDCCH candidate from the second TRP. 672

SFN-based repetition is realized by the superposition of the 673

PDCCHs from two TRPs. 674

SFN-based repetition and split-PDCCH transmission incur 675

only one PDCCH blind decoding as mentioned earlier. For 676

non-SFN PDCCH repetitions, SD and SC, wherever applica- 677

ble, are implemented. The decoding process is stopped for SD 678

after a valid DCI is detected. 679
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FIGURE 6. BLER for various PDCCH reliability enhancement methods with
a baseline PDCCH of AL 4 in FR1.

FIGURE 7. BLER for various PDCCH reliability enhancement methods with
a baseline PDCCH of AL 8 in FR1.

A. BLER PERFORMANCE680

The BLER performances in the FR1 scenario for a baseline681

PDCCH with AL 4 and 8 are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7,682

respectively. Single-TRP PDCCH transmission with AL L683

is compared with SFN, split-PDCCH scheme and non-SFN-684

based PDCCH repetition with PDCCH candidates of AL685

L, L/2 and 2L. The non-SFN methods are denoted in the686

legends of the plots by the AL of the PDCCHs used for687

the repetitions followed by the decoding method. The split-688

PDCCH scheme provides only a slight improvement over the689

single-TRP transmission scheme as a gain of around 0.75 dB690

is observed for both AL 4 and 8. The performance is similar691

to performing SD with non-SFN-based PDCCH repetition692

with AL L/2. Soft-combining with a PDCCH candidate of693

AL L/2, when applicable (for AL 8), provides a gain of694

around 2 dB over single-TRP transmission. A gain of 3 dB695

FIGURE 8. BLER for various PDCCH reliability enhancement methods with
a baseline PDCCH of AL 4 in FR2.

FIGURE 9. BLER for various PDCCH reliability enhancement methods with
a baseline PDCCH of AL 8 in FR2.

is observed for SFN-based PDCCH repetition for both AL 696

4 and 8, demonstrating the doubling of the received power at 697

the UE. For non-SFN-based repetition with AL L, which has 698

been specified in Rel. 17, SD provides a gain of around 2 dB 699

over single-TRP transmission for both AL 4 and 8 at a BLER 700

of 10−2. For SC, a gain of 3 dB is observed. Soft-combining 701

with a PDCCH of AL 2L provides a gain of over 4 dB over 702

single-TRP transmission, while consuming three times the 703

amount of resources compared to single-TRP transmission. 704

A noteworthy difference in the performance of SFN-based 705

repetition and non-SFN-based repetition with AL L and SC 706

decoding can be observed between AL 4 and 8. The per- 707

formance of SFN-based repetition is better at lower SNRs 708

while non-SFN-based repetition with AL L and SC decoding 709

performs better at higher SNRs. This results in BLER curves 710

crossing each other. The crossing point, however, is lower for 711
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AL 8 compared to AL 4, indicating an improvement in SFN-712

based repetition or a degradation in non-SFN-based repetition713

with AL L and SC decoding with increasing AL. The SNR714

gain of SFN-based repetition over single-TRP transmission715

stays constant at 3 dB for both AL 4 and 8, whereas for non-716

SFN-based repetition with AL L, the gain drops from 3.5 dB717

with AL 4 to 3 dB with AL 8. This degradation in perfor-718

mance can be attributed to the noise characteristics of the719

reception in SFN- and non-SFN-based repetition. The noise720

level per PDCCH candidate in SFN is the same as that of721

single-TRP while the SNR per PDCCH candidate is doubled.722

The non-SFN case, on the other hand, can be considered723

as two separate single-TRP transmissions; while twice the724

power is received cumulatively on two different PDCCH725

candidates for the decoding of a single PDCCH, and hence726

the SNR per PDCCH candidate is the same as that in the727

case of a single TRP transmission. The collective noise power728

across the PDCCH candidates in the non-SFN case is twice729

than that of single-TRP or SFN. As the PDCCH block size730

increases, the disparity in the total noise power across all731

resource elements of associated the PDCCH candidates for732

single-TRP/SFN and non-SFN case increases, resulting in a733

drop in performance for higher block sizes in the non-SFN734

case.735

The results for the FR2 scenario using the CDL channel736

parameters given in Table. 2 are provided in Fig. 8 and737

Fig. 9. Although SFN deployments are more common in738

FR1 than FR2, they are included for comparison. An initial739

drop in the BLER is observed for all methods, following740

which the BLER curve is flattened. At lower SNRs, the effect741

of noise dominates the blockage effect as the BLER curve742

initially drops. However, for mid-range SNRs, the effect of743

blockage becomes predominant, thereby flattening the BLER744

curve. The flattening is widest in the case of single-TRP745

transmission, indicating least robustness against blockage.746

When further PDCCH repetitions are added from other TRPs,747

or PDCCH is split across TRPs, the flattening of the BLER748

curve is less pronounced and the BLER drop is steeper at749

much lower SNRs compared to single-TRP, demonstrating750

higher robustness against blockage. The robustness improves751

with soft-combining of the repetitions or an increase in the752

AL of the PDCCH candidate used for the repetition. In addi-753

tion, multi-TRP transmissions provide higher gain than the754

FR1 scenario under blockage. Evenwith split-PDCCH, a gain755

of more than 3 dB can be observed. In essence, it can be756

understood that, as the power differences between TRPs757

becomes steeper, the SNR gain for both PDCCH repetition758

and split-PDCCH over single-TRP transmissions becomes759

higher which improves PDCCH reliability.760

It can be observed that the gains of SC over SD are meagre761

when the effect of blockage is prominent. A PDCCH may762

provide very little new information if the link has a significant763

power drop. Hence, soft-combining a strong first link and764

a considerably weak second link is effectively as good as765

decoding the strong link alone.766

The performance comparisons between SFN and non- 767

SFN-based repetition with identical AL values, with respect 768

to the BLERs in various SNR ranges and the crossing of the 769

BLER curves for different ALs, are similar to that of the FR1 770

scenario. 771

In both FR1 and FR2 scenarios, SFN and non-SFN-based 772

repetition with AL L for both PDCCHs performs better than 773

single-TRP transmission with AL 2L. In addition, any multi- 774

TRP based repetition for a baseline PDCCH of AL L per- 775

forms better than the transmission of the PDCCH with AL 776

2L from a single TRP in FR2. This means single-TRP-based 777

PDCCH transmissions with a lower coding rate perform 778

worse than PDCCH transmissions from multiple TRPs with 779

higher coding rates. These results lead to the following con- 780

clusions. Multi-TRP PDCCH transmissions can be exploited 781

in handover or cell-edge procedures in both FR1 and FR2 782

to improve the SNR. With the prominence of link blockage 783

in FR2, diversifying PDCCH transmission via repetition or 784

split via multiple TRPs is important for the robustness of the 785

transmission. 786

SFN-based repetition provides a good trade-off between 787

error performance and PDCCH overhead, UE complexity and 788

PDCCH latency compared to the other methods, by lever- 789

aging network complexity. Tight frame synchronization and 790

near-ideal backhaul across TRPs, at the very least, are crucial 791

for PDCCH repetition with identical scheduling from the 792

TRPs. Minor changes regarding TCI-state application are 793

required at the UE, while existing PDCCH processing rules 794

including overbooking and blind decoding capabilities can be 795

reused for SFN-based repetitions. There is only a marginal 796

increase in PDCCH channel estimation complexity at the UE. 797

The channel estimation has to be performed with respect 798

to the TCI-states of all the involved TRPs instead of just 799

one TCI-state as in the single-TRP case. The impact of the 800

SFN-based repetitions on the 3GPP specifications is also 801

minimal as all the burden is shifted to the network imple- 802

mentation. From the perspective of UE implementation, SFN- 803

based repetition is better suited among the discussed methods 804

to improve PDCCH reliability. 805

The split-PDCCH scheme provides considerable gains 806

in FR2 which demonstrates the effectiveness of multi-TRP 807

diversity transmissions in the presence of blockage. There is 808

a slight increase in UE complexity compared to SFN-based 809

repetition in terms of processing the CCEs associated with 810

a PDCCH, but it incurs the same overhead as the baseline 811

single-TRP-based PDCCH scheme. When PDCCH split is 812

performed within a slot, span or monitoring occasion, the 813

UE’s blind decoding capability and PDCCH overbooking can 814

be reused from existing 3GPP specifications which simplifies 815

UE implementation. With such a PDCCH split, the improved 816

PDCCH robustness is traded for higher network complex- 817

ity and a marginal increase in PDCCH latency and/or UE 818

complexity. 819

For non-SFN-based repetitions, the UE incurs higher com- 820

plexity than the other PDCCH enhancements, while the 821
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network complexity is lower compared to SFN-based repeti-822

tions. The gains are more pronounced than the split-PDCCH823

scheme and match that of SFN-based repetition when the824

repetition is performed using the same AL as the base-825

line PDCCH. The gains are further improved at the cost826

of increased PDCCH overhead. The use of soft-combining827

improves the BLER performance significantly. Repetition of828

the baseline PDCCH of AL L with a PDCCH of AL less than829

L and employing soft-combining performs better than selec-830

tion decoding with PDCCH repetition using identical AL831

values in FR1 scenarios. It also provides comparable perfor-832

mance at higher SNRs in FR2 scenarios. Although repetition833

provides diversity, with one of the candidates having a higher834

code rate, the effect of blockage severely affects the decoding835

reliability of the PDCCH with lower AL. Such a repetition836

schememay therefore be suitable in FR1 for UEs with limited837

LLR buffering capability and bit-level soft-combining. Repe-838

tition of a PDCCH of AL L with a PDCCH of AL higher than839

L provides consistently higher reliability than SFN at the cost840

of additional overhead and UE complexity.841

Employing selective decoding instead of soft-combining842

does not achieve the complete potential of PDCCH repetition843

in terms of error performance. Its utility is purely in accom-844

modating reduced-capability UEs, PDCCH latency reduction845

and exceptional cases of PDCCH repetition (e.g., repetitions846

with different values of N ). Using a hybrid decoding scheme847

that involves both selection decoding and soft-combining is848

helpful in reaping the advantages provided by both methods849

at the cost of higher UE decoding complexity. A wider range850

of use-cases, UE and network capabilities and reliability851

requirements can be supported by non-SFN-based repetition852

compared to SFN due to the variations of repetitions that853

can be configured. The following subsection discusses the854

decoding complexity involved in non-SFN-based repetitions855

and proposals for the order of decoding with selection and856

hybrid decoding.857

B. USE OF MULTIPLE PDCCH BLIND858

DECODING ATTEMPTS859

The implementation of decoding methods such as SD and860

HD that involve multiple PDCCH blind decoding attempts861

for non-SFN-based PDCCH repetitions is analysed in this862

subsection. The order in which the PDCCH candidates are863

decoded in SD or HD greatly influences the number of864

PDCCH candidates decoded on average. In Fig. 10 and865

Fig. 11, the average number of decoding attempts is plotted866

over SNR for the FR1 and FR2 scenarios, respectively, with867

AL 8 using selection decoding. HD with two blind decoding868

attempts incurs the same number of decoding attempts as869

selection decoding - the first decoding in both HD and SD is870

assumed to be determined by a predetermined selection crite-871

rion and the second decoding used by HD is soft-combining.872

The candidate decoded first or the method used for choosing873

the first candidate is indicated after the hyphen in the leg-874

end of the plots. ‘Seq.’ indicates that sequential decoding is875

performed - the first PDCCH candidate from the first TRP876

FIGURE 10. Average number of decoding attempts with SD in FR1 with a
baseline PDCCH of AL 8.

FIGURE 11. Average number of decoding attempts with SD in FR2 with a
baseline PDCCH of AL 8.

is decoded first followed by the other PDCCH candidate. 877

‘RSRP’ denotes that the candidate with the higher DMRS- 878

RSRP is chosen to decode first. 879

For PDCCH repetition with the same AL L as the baseline 880

PDCCH, decoding using RSRP leads to consistently lower 881

average number of decoding attempts than sequential decod- 882

ing for both FR1 and FR2 scenarios (the curve for sequential 883

decoding coincides with the cyan and yellow curves). In the 884

case of repetition with a PDCCH of AL L/2, either the same 885

or a higher number of decoding attempts on average are 886

required compared to other methods in the FR1 scenario. 887

PDCCH repetitionwithAL 2L performs the best in FR1when 888

decoding is started with the PDCCH candidate of higher AL 889

or RSRP. 890

A stark contrast is observed between the FR1 and FR2 891

scenarios for the PDCCH repetition methods with AL L/2 892

and 2L. In FR1, choosing to decode the candidate with higher 893
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AL first provides the best performance among the three894

different possibilities available, while in FR2, choosing to895

decode the candidate with higher RSRP first provides the896

best performance. If there is blockage leading to a steep897

power drop in a PDCCH candidate decoded first, regardless898

of the AL of the PDCCH, the SNR loss because of the899

blockage leads to higher probability of decoding error and900

hence requiring a second blind decoding. Therefore, when901

the power differences between the two PDCCH candidates902

are negligible, prioritizing the PDCCH candidate with higher903

AL for decoding is preferable. However, when the power904

differences across the PDCCHs are significant, the PDCCH905

candidate with higher RSRP shall be prioritized.906

VII. CONCLUSION907

This paper provides a comprehensive account of various908

multi-TRP-based 5G NR PDCCH enhancements. The 3GPP-909

supported enhancements of SFN-based PDCCH repetition910

and non-SFN-based repetition on PDCCH candidates with911

identical AL values are compared with two additional912

schemes: repetition on PDCCH candidates with different913

AL values and split-PDCCH transmission. The analysis of914

the numerical results, specification impacts, implementation915

issues and UE and network complexity lead to the following916

conclusions:917

• SFN-based PDCCH repetition provides robustness918

while requiring only a single blind decoding at the919

receiver. There is no increase in PDCCH latency or920

overhead compared to single-TRP PDCCH transmis-921

sion. Moreover, SFN-based repetition results in only a922

marginal increase in PDCCH channel estimation com-923

plexity due to the association of a PDCCH candidate924

with multiple TCI-states. It therefore offers the best925

trade-off between error performance and, UE complex-926

ity and PDCCH latency. The drawback of this method is927

in terms of network complexity as near-ideal backhaul928

among the TRPs is required for the synchronization of929

the PDCCH transmissions.930

• Non-SFN-based PDCCH repetition with identical AL931

values incurs twice the PDCCH overhead compared932

to SFN- or single-TRP transmission. Enabling soft-933

combining of the repetitions at the UE considerably934

improves PDCCH reliability. This method poses lower935

network complexity compared to SFN as tight synchro-936

nization among the TRPs is not crucial. However, the937

memory requirements in case of inter-span or inter-slot938

repetition and the handling of the decoding of a com-939

bination of linked and individual PDCCH candidates940

in a given monitoring occasion result in an increased941

UE complexity. Different use-cases are supported by942

this repetition scheme depending on the scheduling of943

the PDCCH in the time domain. Networks with non-944

ideal backhaul across TRPs are best suited to imple-945

ment non-SFN-based PDCCH enhancements. 3GPP946

Rel. 17 supports this enhancement with UE capability947

reporting and specification of PDCCH decoding priority948

rules, thereby providing compatibility and co-existence 949

with the PDCCH from previous releases. 950

• Non-SFN-based PDCCH repetition with non-identical 951

AL values incurs varying overhead compared to SFN- 952

and single-TRP transmissions based on the AL value 953

used for the repetitions. Accordingly, it provides varying 954

degrees of PDCCH robustness. For a baseline PDCCH 955

of AL L, performing a repetition using a PDCCH of 956

AL lower than L, provides a reduced-overhead option 957

for PDCCH reliability enhancement and supports UEs 958

with limited PDCCH buffering capability. Due to the 959

flexibility on the choices of the AL for the PDCCH repe- 960

titions, this method offers varying degrees of robustness. 961

Moreover, network adaptability to PDCCH overhead 962

changes and channel variations, among other UE and 963

network conditions, is possible with suitable specifica- 964

tion changes. Since the choice of the AL values used for 965

the PDCCH repetitions determine the feasibility of soft- 966

combining at the UE, gNodeB scheduling is crucial to 967

reaping the performance gains of the repetitions. 968

• Non-SFN-based split-PDCCH transmission offers sig- 969

nificant gains when blockage is taken into account in 970

FR2 scenarios with no extra PDCCH overhead. Intra- 971

slot- or intra-span-based split provides similar PDCCH 972

latency to that of the single-TRP case. It is there- 973

fore attractive in FR2 scenarios with tightly synchro- 974

nized TRPs and/or reduced-capabilityUEs, and provides 975

robustness against blockage with negligible additional 976

costs. 977

The enhancements discussed in this paper are restricted to 978

PDCCH diversity in time and/or frequency domain using 979

multiple TRPs.Multi-layered PDCCH transmission, with dif- 980

ferent layers transmitted from different TRPs, similar to the 981

PDSCH in 3GPP Rel. 16, is an enhancement worth exam- 982

ining in the future. Moreover, as 3GPP RAN1 discusses the 983

potential support for coherent joint transmissions (or cell-free 984

massive MIMO) in 3GPP Rel. 18 [21], a further avenue of 985

PDCCH reliability enhancement is opened up for study. 986
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